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Abstract
Deep learning (DL)has becomewidely used formedical image segmentation in recent years.However,
despite these advances, there are still problems for whichDL-based segmentation fails. Recently, some
DL approaches had a breakthrough by using anatomical informationwhich is the crucial cue for
manual segmentation. In this paper, we provide a review of anatomy-aidedDL formedical image
segmentationwhich covers systematically summarized anatomical information categories and
corresponding representationmethods.We address known and potentially solvable challenges in
anatomy-aidedDL and present a categorizedmethodology overview on using anatomical information
withDL fromover 70 papers. Finally, we discuss the strengths and limitations of the current anatomy-
aidedDL approaches and suggest potential futurework.

1. Introduction

Generally, segmentation is defined as an operation that separates images into several parts with different
meanings. In themedicalfield, segmentation as amethod ofmedical imaging analysis is crucial for diagnosis and
treatment. As soon as computers could loadmedical images as digital files,multiple pieces of research have
explored systems for automatedmedical image segmentation. Formedical images, segmentation is usually a
binary problem since only the parts of interest are important. It can also bemulti-target segmentation if the
number of targets of interest ismore than one.

Initially, segmentationwas donewithmathematicalmodels (e.g. FuzzyC-mean clustering, K-means
clustering) and low-level pixel processing (e.g. region growing. edge detectionmethods, watershed) (Lee et al
2015). At the end of the 20th century,machine learning (ML) and pattern recognition techniqueswere applied to
segmentation using training data to develop amodel. These supervised techniques are still very popular and
many commercialmedical image analysis applications are based on them. The extracted features are designed or
selected by researchers in these approaches and referred to as handcrafted features. Although they are usually
human-understandable, theymay not be ideal features for segmentation. Recently, with the development of
neural networks and deep learning (DL), computers can extract representative features from images.Many deep
neural networks for image processing are designed based on the concept that networks ofmany layers transform
input images to output labels by learning high-level features. Themost representative type ofmodel for image
analysis to date is the convolutional neural network (CNN). TheCNNas an importantmodel in has solvedmany
key commercial applications and showed its ability inmany contests. Inmedical image analysis, theCNNand
otherDLmethods started to show their ability atmanyworkshops, challenges, and conferences.

As the number of papers increases rapidly, a few review papers are trying to summarize these applications.
There are general review papers onDL inmedical image analysis published by Shen et al (2017) and Litjens et al
(2017). Review papers are focusing onmedical image segmentation usingDL published recently by Taghanaki
et al (2020), Haque andNeubert (2020), andHesamian et al (2019). Some review papers havemore specific
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focuses. For example, thework byZhuang et al (2019) andChen et al (2020a) summarized cardiac image
segmentation networks; Yi et al (2019) discussed the use of generative adversarial networks (GANs) inmedical
imaging; Zhang et al (2019) focused on the small sample problem in biomedical image analysis; Karimi et al
(2020) explored the problemof noisy labels inmedical image analysis; Tajbakhsh et al (2020) investigatedDL
solutions for imperfect datasets inmedical image segmentation; Cheplygina et al (2019) surveyed not-so-
supervised networks using semi-supervised,multi-instance and transfer learning inmedical image analysis.
Jurdia et al (2020) categorized high-level prior-based loss functions formedical image segmentation according
to the nature of the prior: shape, size, topology, and the inter-region constraints. Bohlender et al (2021) reviewed
shape-constrainedDL formedical image segmentation. Some review papers focus on specific segmentation
tasks in certainmodalities. Yedavalli et al (2020) reviewed artificial intelligence in stroke imaging. Zhang et al
(2020a) surveyedDLmethods for isointense infant brain segmentation inmagnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
whileMa et al (2020) focused on liver tumor segmentation in computed tomography (CT) images. Vrtovec et al
(2020) explored the segmentation of organs at risk for head and neck radiotherapy planning. Ebrahimkhani et al
(2020) summarized segmentationmethods of knee articular cartilage. As brain tumor segmentation is an active
topic, several review papers on this topic are published by Sun et al (2019), Hameurlaine andMoussaoui (2019),
Saman andNarayanan (2019), Jiang et al (2020), and Li et al (2020a). Feo andGiove (2019) reviewed
segmentationmethods of small rodents brains, and Lin and Li (2019) reviewed brain segmentationmethods
frommulti-atlas toDL. Chen et al (2020b) summarized thyroid gland segmentation and thyroid nodule
segmentationmethods for ultrasound images. Two recent reviews of retinal blood vessel segmentation are
published by Soomro et al (2019) and Samuel andVeeramalai (2020). From these review papers, we see that
there aremany possibilities in this field and various review focuses indicates various research directions.
However, none of them focus on the use of anatomical informationwhich is themain cue of segmentation for
experts. In some segmentation tasks, anatomical information is critical. For example, when experts segmenting
epicardial fat in CT images, as epicardial fat and paracardial fat have a very similar appearance, the pericardium is
the only thing separating the two fat tissues. But pericardium is rarely visible inCT images. Experts need
anatomy knowledge of the heart to estimate the pericardium and epicardial fat as well.

In the very beginning, only experts who are experienced and have anatomical knowledge can do the
segmentationmanually formedical images. Thus, ideally, the segmentation networks shouldmimic the experts
when predicting the labels formedical images. Considering thatmost of the segmentation networks are typically
trainedwith pixel-wise or voxel-wise loss functions (e.g. cross-entropy, dice losses), itmay limit the ability to
learn features that is representative anatomically or structurally. Some of the above review papersmentioned the
use of anatomical informationwith examples and pointed out that applying anatomical constraints to networks
shows improved performance and robustness. However, they rarely analyze or summarize the use of anatomical
information inDL formedical image segmentation in depth. This review paper ismade tofill this gap.

Figure 1 illustrates the overview of this paper. In this paper, we provide an overview of state-of-the-art
anatomy-aidedDL techniques formedical image segmentation by introducing various anatomical information
types (section 2), summarizing challenges in this field (section 3), summarizing and analyzing themethodology
of using anatomical information inDL (section 4)with its weaknesses, strengths, and uncertainty. At the end
(section 5), we discuss the strengths andweaknesses of anatomy-aidedDL formedical image segmentation and
potential directions for future work.

2. Anatomical information

In this section, we introduce anatomical information of four categories: shape, appearance,motion, and context.
In general, human anatomy studies themorphology of the human body. Anatomy knowledge is concluded after
long-time observation of the human body or part of the human body. As the object of study and observationway
varies, the twomain branches of human anatomy are gross anatomy andmicroscopic anatomy. Gross anatomy
studies anatomical structures that are obvious to the naked human eye such as body parts and organs. Nowadays,
many noninvasive techniques likeMRI, CT, ultrasound (US), or x-ray are used to image inside the living body.
After themicroscopewas invented, people studyminute anatomical structures such as tissues and cells with the
assistance of it. This is the so-calledmicroscopic anatomy.

For segmentation tasks inmedical images, plenty of anatomical information is available.However, when
applying, we need to describe ormodel the information properly. For different objects, different information is
considered informative or useful to distinguish the target fromother structures. Thus, not all anatomical
information can contribute. In the following subsections, we list the anatomical information that has been used
inmedical image segmentation networks and introduce their ways of description.

As shown infigure 2, anatomical information can be divided into four categories and the sub-categories are
listed aswell.
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Figure 1.Overview of the review paper.

Figure 2.Overview of section 2 anatomical information.
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2.1. Shape information
Shape information is a crucial descriptor for target objects in amedical image. Formany segmentation targets,
the shape is a basic element for experts to distinguish the target fromother structures. In this section, we discuss
shape information fromfive aspects: contour and region (section 2.1.1), topology (section 2.1.2), size and
location (section 2.1.3), spatial distance (section 2.1.4), and shape distribution (section 2.1.5).

2.1.1. Contour and region
There aremainly twoways tomodel the shape geometrically: parametric way and non-parametric way.Most
relatively regular shapes can bemodeled parametrically. For example, 2D shapes like ellipse, circle, rectangular,
etc and 3D shapes like sphere, cylinder, cube, etc can be describedwith parameters like center coordinate, radius,
height, width, orientation, etc.

For not-so-regular shapes, a non-parametric way like a level set (LS) representationmay be a better
description. The idea of an LS representation is to represent contourC by a functionj. The boundaryC of an
object W̃ is defined as the zero set ofj. i.e.

j= Î W =C x x: 0 , 1{ ( ) } ( )

whereΩ denotes the entire image plane. The sign off(x) determines whether x is in W̃ or outside W̃,
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The LS representation is widely used in optimization-based segmentationmethods, and it is particularly effective
for convex objects like optic cumand disc segmentation (Nosrati andHamarneh 2016).With LS representation,
the active contourmodel (ACM) is widely used for image segmentation.

ACM (or deformablemodel) is one of the conventional segmentationmethods (McInerney and
Terzopoulos 1996, Jayadevappa et al 2011, Chen et al 2020a). Compared to basicmodels such as simple
thresholding, region-growing, or edge detection, ACMs have shown better performance and robustness.
Representativemodels are snakes (Kass et al 1988), theMumford–Shahmodel (Mumford and Shah 1989), and
the active contourwithout edges (ACWE) (Chan andVese 2001). Subsequently,many extensions and variations
of ACM tried to solve the problem efficiently. Examples of well-known solvers are dual projection and graph cut
(Morar et al 2012). Thesemodels formulate segmentation as an energyminimization problem. Variational
methods and partial differential equations (PDEs) are used to solve them.

Most ACMs start with an initial guess boundarywhich is one ormultiple closed contours. During the
process of energyminimization, the contour ismodified tomore accurate and closer to the desired boundary
under the constraints and a penalty given in the energy function. The commonpenalty terms control the
smoothness of the contour, and the curvature of the contour, etc. Based on the information used in themodels,
there are two categories of ACMs-edge-basedmodels and region-basedmodels (Le et al 2020). Edge-based
models use image gradient as edge information to constrain the contour to the target boundary. Awell-known
model in this category is the geodesic ACM (Caselles et al 1997). TheACWEmodel (Chan andVese 2001) is an
example of region-basedmodels. Thismodel utilizes an LS representation for the contour of target objects.
Similar tomost region-basedmodels, its energy function consists of two parts: regularization and energy
minimization. It uses the statistical information inside and outside the boundary to guide themodification.
Since an image gradient is not involved, comparing to edge-basedmodels, region-basedmodels aremore robust
against noise and better at detectingweak boundaries.

Nowadays, the group of ACMmethods is still growing.Many recentmodels have better performance than
years before and can handlemany image segmentation problems.However, they havemany limitations.
Generally, the segmentation results are obtained byminimizing a certain energy function using gradient descent
(Zhou et al 2013). Sincemost of theACMs are not convex, the segmentation resultsmay get stuck in local
minima. They are unstable when dealingwith occluded images. There aremany parameters chosen empirically.
The segmentation results rely on the parameters, number of iterations, and image quality. Theymay generate
unpredictable orwrong results when handling complex images. Especially, the accuracy decreases dramatically
with images in thewild.

2.1.2. Topology
Many anatomical objects inmedical images havefixed topological characteristics that are supposed to be
maintained in the segmentation results. For example, when segmenting the airwaywall in transverse CT slices,
the airwaywall has a doughnut shapewhich needs to be preserved in the segmentation results. Topology studies
the properties of geometric objects that are invariant during continuous deformations in topological spaces. The
twomain topological properties are connectivity and compactness. Connectivity describes whether an object is
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connected (e.g. one circle is connected, while two non-intersecting circles are not connected). Compactness
describes whether an object is closed and bounded (e.g. a circle is compact, while a line is not). There aremany
tools from topological data analysis (TDA) to describe the topological characteristics. TDA relates topology and
geometry to extract information fromdatasets of high-dimension. Themain tool of TDA is persistent homology
(PH). The review papersWasserman (2018) andChazal andMichel (2017) include fundamental and practical
aspects about TDA.

2.1.3. Size and location
Size and location are themost basic information of an object. Inmany cases, size and location can be used as a
constraint tofilter or remove redundant and unrelated objects.Moreover, some segmentationmethods using
shape priorsmay over-correct the segmentation results tomake themfit the input shape prior. As an example,
when there are pathological cases in the input image, an abnormal part that deviates from the shape before,may
lead to healthy cases not being segmented correctly. Using size and location constraintsmay be an alternative to
reduce undesirable results (Nosrati andHamarneh 2016).

The parameter for describing size varies as imagemodality or target changes. It could be the length, width,
height, area, and volume, etc. Similarly, there aremany parameters for describing location such as coordinates,
and the centroid. In the case of having rough information about the size and location, soft constraints such as a
size range or a location range can be applied.

2.1.4. Spatial distance
Theremainly two types of spatial distances that are relatively widely incorporated in segmentationmethods:
minimumdistance andmaximumdistance (Nosrati andHamarneh 2016). Theminimumdistance between two
objects can be used as a constraint to enforce the separation of regions or objects. Themaximumdistance
between regions or boundaries is known inmany cases. For example, in cardiac CT, themaximumdistance
between the left ventricle and itsmyocardium can be estimated. Other types of spatial distance are derived from
minimumandmaximumdistance. In some cases, the distance between objects is supposed to be controlled in a
specific range. The idea of attractive force and repulsive force in physics could be used tomodel the spatial
relationships (Zeng et al 1998).Moremodels can be used to control the distance between objects such as a
deformablemodel, etc. Since recently there is little work based on them formedical image segmentation, it is not
described in this article.

2.1.5. Shape distribution
In practice, target objects inmedical image segmentation hardly have regular shapes.Most objects fromdifferent
sample images are not identical or rigid. Even relatively regular objects (inmedical image segmentation) like
organs have various shapes fromone to another. Thus, afixed geometricalmodelmay not be appropriate for
such objects. Oneway to handle such intra-class variation is to form a shape probabilitymodel by adding a
probability distribution to themodel.

There are two parts inmost of the shape probabilitymodels: shape representations and probability
distributions. For shape representations, there aremany choices like the LS, point cloud, surfacemesh, etc. For
probability distributions, commonmodels are Gaussian distribution, Gaussianmixturemodel, etc.

2.2. Appearance information
Appearance is one of themost important and obvious visual information to distinguish various objects and
structures inmedical images. Appearance is influenced bymany factors such as intensity, color, brightness,
texture, and saturation. There aremanyways to formulate appearancemodels for image segmentation.Here we
introduce appearance distributions, texturemodels, and other common ideas of extracting appearance
information.

2.2.1. Appearance distribution
The appearance distribution is usually learned or estimated by observing the distribution of appearance features
in small samples. Assuming that Fi(x) represents a set of appearance features of the object i and the probability
P(x|Fi(x)) of every pixel or voxel to each class is known, this is the appearance distribution. Examples of themost
direct appearance features are a gray-scale value, an RGB value, or other values of every pixel or voxel. To use the
distribution in segmentation networks, for example, we can force the segmentation distribution tofit the prior
distribution byminimizing the distance between them.
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2.2.2. Texture
Texture inmedical images is one of the direct visual cues to distinguishmany objects such as tissues and lesions.
Manymodels are used to represent the texture of objects.Most of them are used inMLmethods to represent
texture features, while some inspired research usingDL for image segmentation.

The recent review on texture feature extractionmethods (Humeau-Heurtier 2019) classifiedmethods into
seven classes: statistical approaches, structure approaches, transform-based approaches,model-based
approaches, graph-based approaches, learning-based approaches, and entropy-based approaches.Many of the
texture featuresmentioned in the review have been used inmedical image segmentation.Herewe give several
examples. There are simple texturemodels. For example, themodel proposed by Bigün et al (1991) utilizes the
Jacobianmatrix and aGaussian kernel to generate a three-channel texture feature. Some advanced texture
features are widely used in image segmentation beforeDL became themain trend. The group of texture features
based onHaar andGabor filters has shown effectiveness inmedical image segmentation (Santner et al 2009,
Yang et al 2014, Ibragimov et al 2017).

2.2.3. Other
Many other appearance features are extracted for image segmentation. For instance, the Fourier transformation,
a bag of visual words, the local binary pattern (LBP), the histogramof oriented gradient, the scale-invariant
feature transform, etc are used to extract appearance features (Nosrati andHamarneh 2016). Appearance
features aremainly extracted from three domains: the spatial domain, the time domain, and the scale domain
(Nosrati andHamarneh 2016). For different targets, different features can be selected or designed to reach better
segmentation performances. These appearance features that are designedmanually are considered hand-crafted
features. Nowadays, withDL, segmentation networks can learn appearance features automatically.

2.3.Motion information
Life is inmotion. There are three types ofmotion in our body for image analysis: the densemotion, the sliding
motion, and the elasticmotion. A typical example of densemotion is the particlemovement in the fluid. Applied
tomedical images, it could be for example cellsmoving in blood or other fluid. The standard representation of
densemotion in computer vision is the opticalflow (Szeliski 2010). Another basicmotion type is the sliding
motion.Usually, physicalmodels with velocity and locations are used to describe suchmotion. Elasticmotion is
the deformation of objects caused by force. There aremany physicalmodels available for describing various
motion types. However, as the human body is complex, it is not easy to capture and utilize propermotion
information for assistingmedical image segmentation.

Some targets inmedical image segmentationmove regularly (e.g. heart, lung) or irregularly (e.g. fetus). For
many cardiac, chest, and thoracic images, the imaging technique electrocardiogram (ECG)-gating (Desjardins
andKazerooni 2004) is applied toCT andMRI to solve the problemof heartmotion throughout the cardiac
cycle.With ECG-gating, the stopmotion image is taken during the time slot of the cardiac cycle when the heart is
notmoving. Apart from the ECG-gating technique in cardiac imaging, there are other examples of using the
motion before representingmotionswith physicalmodels. Some target objects (mainly tissues) inmedical
images have special physical characteristics so that they can bemodeled as additional prior information. Some
research tried to use vibrational spatial deformations, elastic shapemodels, etc with othermodels like statistic
models for image segmentation (Nosrati andHamarneh 2016).

The acquisition ofmotion information is difficult inmany cases. For regularmotions like the heartmotion,
we have ECG to get themotion prior, while for irregularmotion like the fetusmotion, themotion information
needs to be captured using other tools. Thus, in this kind of application, there is no general approach to capture
or utilize themotion information. However, it is possible to apply irregularmotion before segmentation
methods. For example, Nosrati et al (2014) introduced amulti-organ segmentationmethod inmulti-view
endoscopic videoswith priors captured pre-operatively.

2.4. Context information
Inmany cases, not only the information of the target object is valuable for segmentation but also the
relationships between the target objects and the context. Below,we discuss the simple adjacency relationships
and amore complex geometrical structure or atlas for segmentation.

2.4.1. Adjacency information
As anatomy is to study the structure of the human body, inmany cases the relationship between one object and
its adjacent structures is known. For example, the location of organs in normal cases isfixed. There are three
ways to represent the adjacent information: labels, distances, andmodels. In section 2.4.2, we introducemodels
in detail. Thus, in this section, we only discuss labels and distances.
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The idea of using labels is to describe ordering constraints and adjacency relations for semantic
segmentation. For example, ‘cat’ and ‘rat’ are less likely to be close to each other. Thus, the conversion between
‘cat’ and ‘rat’ is supposed to be constrained in someway (Nosrati andHamarneh 2016). This can be applied to
themulti-object segmentation context. Distances in this context are the 2Dor 3Ddistance between two objects.
As the adjacency relationships are known, the distance between two objects can be controlled or constrained
according to the prior.

2.4.2. Geometrical structure and atlas
Geometrical structure and the atlas consist of anatomical information such as shape information, adjacency
information, size, location, spatial relationships, etc. It has shown success inmanymedical image analysis
applications. To describe and use a geometrical structure, oneway is to formulate it in geometricalmodels,
which ismentioned in section 2.1.1. Anotherway is the graph neural networks (GNNs) (Scarselli et al 2008).
More information aboutGNNcan be found in section 4.2.6. The segmentation approaches usingmultiple
atlases are namedmulti-atlas segmentation (MAS). BeforeDL started being popular formedical image
segmentation, atlas-based approaches are widely used in biomedical image segmentation, especially for heart
segmentation (Iglesias and Sabuncu 2015, Chen et al 2020a).MAS considers the entire labeled training dataset as
a set of the atlas which is different from some averagemodels. In this way, the anatomical variation is preserved.
When applyingMAS, there aremany challenges such as the selection of the proper atlas, image registration, label
fusion, and high computational cost (Yang et al 2016,Ding et al 2020).

3. Challenges inmedical data

Medical image segmentation is a challenging task due tomany challenges in the data. In table 1, we listed and
categorized the common challenges formedical image segmentation. In table 2, we summarized some common
challenges in data for various targets inUS, CT, andMRI. The numbers in this table indicate the index of
challenges listed in table 1. The common challenges for all DL applications, like high computation cost and lack
of interpretability, are not discussed here. In this section, the challenges are summarized in eight categories:
extrinsic variability, intrinsic variability, spatial complexity,moving or deforming targets, extremely small
targets, and similar adjacent structures. Apart from the challengesmentioned above, the data limitation of
medical images is an important challenge. Though the data and label collection is difficult inmany other
segmentation tasks,medical image and label collection ismore time-consuming and labor-intensive. As this
challenge is common for all targets andmodalities, it is not listed in the tables below.

3.1. Extrinsic variability
Extrinsic variability indicates the challenges caused by outside uncertainty or the physics of the imaging
modality. Challenges in this category aremodality-related. Outside uncertainty includes the diversity of

Table 1.Challenges list for table 2.

Extrinsic variability 1 Spatial consistency reduces

2 Diverse equipment protocols andfield

inhomogeneity

3 Partial volume effect

4 Contrast around the border varies

5 Missing boundaries

6 LowSNR, speckles, shadows

7 Low soft tissue contrast

Intrinsic variability 8 No shape prior

9 Heterogeneous appearance

10 Multiple positions

Spatial complexity 11 High complexity

12 Locally obscured

13 Artifacts

Motion 14 Non-rigidmovements

15 Floating spatial relationships

16 Motion blurring

Other 17 Relatively small in terms of volumes

or area

18 Adjacent tissuewith similar intensity
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equipment protocols,motion and field inhomogeneity, noises, etc (Milletari et al 2016, Yang et al 2017, Šprem
et al 2018, Chen et al 2020a) Images like CT andMRI are complained about for being acquired from very
different imaging equipment. People rarely have the same position or body shapewhen taking images. In
histopathology images like hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained images, the color, brightness, and saturation
are hard to be unified. This kind of diversitymay present non-negligible differences among images. In the
meantime, noise is inevitable, and itmay lead to a low signal-noise ratio, speckles, and shadows.No imaging
modality is perfect. The physics of imagingmodalities determines their defects and sometimes there are
unexpected artifacts. For example, due to the physics of ultrasound, the spatial consistency reduces alongwith
the directionswhich are orthogonal to the acoustic beam in ultrasound images (Szabo 2004, Yang et al 2017).
Thismay cause difficulties to all segmentation tasks in ultrasound. Some segmentation targets like organs are
supposed to have clear boundaries. But the variability of contrast on boundaries or evenmissing boundaries
could be challenges for segmentation. InCT andMRI, the partial volume effectmay lead to too simplistic
borders of objects (Šprem et al 2018). And the low soft tissue contrast problem is complained about in almost all
imagingmodalities (Chen et al 2020a).

3.2. Intrinsic variability
Intrinsic variability indicates the challenges caused by the diversity of the targets. Three challenges in this
category are listed in table 1: no shape prior, heterogeneous appearance, andmultiple positions. Segmentation of
tumors inCTorMRI is an example. There are targets like organs that have a relatively certain closed shape and
size, while there are targets like tumorswhich could be ofmany shapes, sizes and positions. Thus, for these
targets, no shape prior can be used to assist segmentation. As the tumor is a region that suffered fromdamages, it
could have various appearances, fuzzy boundaries, and heterogeneous densities (Li et al 2015). Itmay be known
inside a specific organ, but the precise position is unknown.

3.3. Spatial complexity
In some cases, there is expected or unexpected spatial complexity inmedical image segmentation. Examples of
targets with expected high complexity are fetuses, joints, and skulls. These targets containmany parts of various
sizes, shapes, and appearances, which are challenging to distinguish. Some targetsmay be locally obscured. An
example is that in thrombus segmentation, sometimes the thrombotic surface is locally obscured (López-Linares
et al 2018). Another example of spatial complexity is artifacts inside the human body. Some patientsmay have
artifacts like vasculature stents,metal restorations, osteosynthesismaterials, or even free pieces of bones
(Ibragimov et al 2017, Egger et al 2018). Thus, images of these people look different from images of others, and it
ismore chanllenging for automatic segmentationmethods towork on such images.

3.4.Moving or deforming target
Some targets like the heart and fetusmaymove or deformduring the image acquisition. Thismay lead to
difficulties inmultiplemodalities. Sometimes ultrasound videos are used to analyzemoving targets (Yang et al
2017). But for static images like CT andMRI, itmay causemotion blurring (Chen et al 2020a).

3.5. Extremely small target
Some segmentation targets are relatively small in terms of their volumes or area. Coronary calcium is an example
of an extremely small target. In every 2DCT slice, there are only several pixels or no pixels labeled as coronary

Table 2.Common challenges for various targets onUS, CT, andMRI.

Targets US CT MRI

All targets 1, 6, 7 2, 3, 7

Organs 4, 5, 11, 13, 14, 16, 18 11, 13, 16, 18

Epithelial tissue — 8, 9, 11, 18

Muscle tissue — 18

Nervous tissue — — 8, 9

Connective tissue — 8, 9, 11, 18

Tumor 8, 9, 10, 11, 18

Nodule 18 8, 9, 10, 11, 17

Vessels — 5, 9, 17

Bone 18 8, 11, 13, 17

Joints — 11, 13

Fetus 8, 9, 11, 14, 15 — 8, 9, 11, 15, 16

Note. ‘—’ indicates that there is no or not enough research or not applied.
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calcium,whichmeansmost pixels in the image are negative samples. Considering that pixel-wise losses are
commonly used for training deep neural networks, extremely small targets can be ignored by the network (Chen
et al 2020a).

3.6. Similar adjacent structure
Commonly, there are adjacent tissue or structures with similar intensity or texture around the segmentation
targets. Asmentioned above, there aremultiple reasons that the boundaries of the target are not visible clearly. A
similar adjacent structure is one of them.An example is epicardial fat segmentation (Commandeur et al 2018).
In non-contrast CT images, epicardial fat and thoracic fat are very similar. They are separated by the pericardium
which is very thin and not always visible. Thus, the adjacent thoracic fatmakes epicardial fat segmentation
difficult.

4.Methodology

In this section, we discuss themethods of using anatomical informationwithDL. By the backbone of these
methods, we separately discussmodel-driven assisted by data-drivenmethods and data-driven assisted by
model-drivenmethods.

4.1.Model-driven assisted by data-driven
BeforeDL became popular for image segmentation, traditionalmodel-driven segmentation techniques like
active contour based segmentation have beenwidely used. Thesemodel-driven techniquesmake use of region
information, edge information, shape constraints, appearance information, etc in a straightforward and
explainablemanner. They have shownpromising performance inmany segmentation tasks, but they are
unsupervised approaches that strongly depend onmanually selected parameters and initialization. In contrast,
supervisedDL requires large datasets with ground truth and learns features automatically from the data.
Recently, researchers tried to assistmodel-driven approaches by the data-drivenDL to boost performance and
robustness. In this section, we discuss existing segmentationmethods that usemodel-driven approaches as their
frameworks or backbones andDL as assistance. Figure 3 shows the overview of this section.Data-driven
methods are used as assistance in fourways: preprocessing, initialization, parameterization, energy function,
and regularization.

Figure 3.Overview of section 4.1Model-driven assisted by data-driven. The energy function E of a simple ACWEmodel with
regularizationR(·) is used as an example ofmodel-drivenmethods.λ1,λ2, c1, c2 are parameters of thismodel; u0 is the input image;C
represents the contour of the target object which is updated during optimization. Boxes and arrows indicatewhere the data-driven
methods could be applied. Yellow boxes indicate potential one-stagemethods.
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4.1.1. Preprocessing and initialization
Manymodel-driven techniques are strongly influenced by the quality of input images. This problem is critical,
especially inmedical image segmentation. Some segmentation targets inmedical images are relatively small, or
the background is too large in the original image. Thus, the extraction of the region of interest (ROI) is a
commonpreprocessing step inmedical image segmentation. Using cardiac cinemagnetic resonance, Ngo et al
(2017) proposed a left ventricle segmentationmethod that uses a deep belief network for locating ROI and
distance regularized LSs for segmentation. The combination takes advantage of both approaches that require
small labeled data and generate accurate results. In the optic disc (OD) segmentationmethod by Zhang et al
(2018), a faster R-CNN is trained to locate theODwith a bounding box and a shape-constrained LS algorithm is
applied to segment the boundary of theOD.

Initialization and reinitialization are important formanymodel-driven algorithms. For instance, ACMs
require an initial contour or contours as the start of evolution, and region-growmodels require an initial seed as
the starting point for growth. Usually, the initialization is determined by experts or empirical values, which
means thesemodels are empirical and even some are not entirely automatic. Since neural networks are designed
tomimic the human brain,many researchers tried to replace themanual or empirical initializationwith results
learned by neural networks. Early work byCha et al (2016a, 2016b) proposed a segmentation approach using a
trainedCNN to generate likelihoodmaps. After thresholding and hole-filling, the likelihoodmaps are fed as
initial contours for 3D and 2DLSmodels. This approach has been applied to both bladder segmentation and
bladder cancer segmentation.Hu et al (2017) introduced amethod that applies a trained 3DCNN to
automatically locate the organs of interest via a probabilitymap and themap is fed into time-implicit LSs to
obtain afine segmentation ofmultiple organs. Later, in the deep nested LSs for segmentation of cardiacMRI in
patients with pulmonary hypertension published byDuan et al (2018), CNNs are used for predicting three
region probabilitymaps and an edge probabilitymap. Then the probabilitymaps are incorporated into a single
nested LS optimization framework formulti-region segmentation.More recent work byGordon et al (2019)
used a likelihoodmap generated byCNNs as the base to get proper initialization for LSs to segment inner and
outer bladderwalls inCT.Cai et al (2019) proposed a saliency-guided LSmodel for object segmentation. For this
model, the initialization is automatically generated by the deep hierarchical saliency network proposed by Liu
andHan (2016) followed by graph cut. Having a similar idea,Han et al (2019) initialized the LS function in their
model with the probabilitymaps generated from fully convolutional networks (FCNs). Amore straightforward
initialization for ACMs is to use the detection results fromneural networks. Xu et al (2019) presented a
segmentationmethod on breast histopathological images where a region-based active contour is initialized by
nuclear patches detected byCNNs. Recent work byXie andChen (2020) usedCNNs to detect amyocardial
central-line and used the detection as initialization for their central-line guided LS approach to segment left
ventricles inMRI.

Weakness, strength, and uncertainty:UsingDL for preprocessing and initialization seems like a simple way to
apply data-drivenmethods to classicmodel-drivenmethods. The data consistency ismaintained as the physics
model is the core for generating segmentation.Methods in this category keepmost of the advantages of the
traditionalmodel-drivenmethods such as data consistency, interpretability, robustness to noise, etc. By adding
data information,manyworks show improved accuracy.However, it divides the segmentation algorithm into
multiple stages. None of thesemethods is a unifiedmethod that incorporates DL andmodel-drivenmethods,
and they are hardly fully automatic.

4.1.2. Parameterization
Classical segmentationmethods like variationalmethods are often dependent on good initializations and an
adequatemanual setting of hyperparameters. Although thosemethods aremathematically elegant they often
cannot be used in a purely automaticmanner. Therefore, some researchers proposed tomake use of the power of
DL to learn optimized parameters for such segmentationmodels. Hoogi et al (2016) proposed to generalize an LS
segmentation approach by adaptively estimating active contour parameters using aCNN. In thismethod, the
CNN is trained to predict the probability for each of the three classes: inside the object and far from its
boundaries (p1), close to the boundaries (p2), or outside the object and far from its boundaries (p3). Then p1, p2,
and p3 are used to set theweighting parameters of the energy function. Thismethodwas demonstrated for liver
lesion segmentation inMRI andCT.More recent work (Ramírez et al 2018) has a similar idea for brain tumor
segmentation. In this work, aU-net Ronneberger et al (2015) is used to output a spatially adaptive δ(x) function
which is for the saliency term in the energy function of a variationalmodel. ACNN followed by amulti-layer
perceptron is trained to estimate the remaining parameters directly.With a similar idea, Hatamizadeh et al
(2019) developed a framework called deep active lesion segmentation. In this framework, aU-net-like CNN is
used to produce segmentation probabilitymaps. Theprobabilitymaps are transformed into a signeddistance
map to initialize anACM.Twoweighting parameters are estimated by extending the approach fromHoogi et al
(2016). Another similarwork is done byDeng et al (2019) for liver tumor segmentation. Research byXie et al (2020)
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employedDL to learn parameters of cost functions in the graphmodel formultiple surface segmentation. The
model demonstratedpromising results on spectral domainoptical coherence tomography retinal layer
segmentation and intravascular ultrasound vessel wall segmentation. In the LevelSet R-CNNsegmentation for
instance proposed byHomayounfar et al (2020), a neural network is trained to predict a truncated signeddistance
function initialization, a deep feature tensor, and a set of instance aware adaptivehyperparameters for each
detection. These outputs are fed into an unrolledACWEmodel for thefinal segmentation.

Weakness, strength, and uncertainty:Compared to usingDL for initialization and preprocessing, usingDL for
parameterization ismore complex. Similarly, thesemethods havemany advantages over traditionalmodel-
drivenmethods. Compared tomethods in section 4.1.1, thesemethods incorporated data informationmore
deeply and took one step further on automation as some or all parameters are learned from the data instead of
setting by a human.However,most of them are not fully automatic.

4.1.3. Energy function and regularization
Apart from the parameters, there aremore complex terms or representations that can be learned in energy
functions or the optimization procedure. In thework by Rupprecht et al (2016), a simple seven-layer CNN is
trained to learn themapping from input images to aflowfield. The predictions from theCNN form a vector field
that is used for the contour evolution in the Sobolev ACM for segmentation. Thismethodwas evaluated on both
medical (STACOMdataset) and non-medical datasets. Another similar work uses an FCN to guide contour
evolution for liver segmentation presented byGuo et al (2019). Another similar work called recurrent active
contour evolution network byChakravarty and Sivaswamy (2018) generalized the level-set-based deformable
models evolving as a recurrent neural network (RNN). Apart fromusingDL for guiding contour evolution in
ACMs, the regularizer of energy functions is a choice to applyDL. Boink et al (2019) proposed a joint approach
for photo-acoustic reconstruction and segmentation inwhich a neural network is trained to learn the primal-
dual optimization. In their work, DL is involved in both optimization and regularization for a variationalmodel.

Someworks useDL to learn part of the energy function. In themethods published byCai et al (2019), a deep
hierarchical saliency network is trained for initialization and a global saliency-guided energy term. The global
saliency-guided energy term can guide the contour evolution of objects in color images and it improves the
efficiency and robustness of themodel. The approach byHan et al (2019) generates a shape priormask byfitting
the probabilitymap fromFCNs in a specific image of the global affine transformation. A shape energy termuses
the shape priormask to guarantee that the final segmentation is close to the shape prior.

Weakness, strength, and uncertainty: Some of themethods (Rupprecht et al 2016, Boink et al 2019,
Homayounfar et al 2020)mentioned in sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 are also called physics-informed neural networks
(PINNs). PINN can be trained to solve nonlinear PDEs (Raissi et al 2019). In our context, it is tominimize the
energy functional of variationalmodels. PINNs are relatively easy to implement and train, and as they are based
on traditional segmentationmodels, researchers who know traditional segmentationmethods could understand
themwithout effort. Data consistency is easily guaranteed using this type ofmethod. The amount of data
required for training such neural networks ismuch less than data-drivenmethods in section 4.2. And clearly, we
havemore control as the physicsmodel is known.However, there are stillmany problems and questions here.
The physicsmodel is crucial for suchmethods. As Rupprecht et al (2016) reported, theirmethod has problems
on the object boundary with some details. It is not surewhether this is the deficiency of their physicsmodel or
the trained neural network is not good enough. Another important problem is how to choose or design neural
networks for suchmethods. Though some research shows neural networks could solve PDEs, they are not
replacements of classical numericalmethods. There aremany unsolved questions behind thesemethods.

4.2.Data-driven assisted bymodel-driven
AsDLhas shown its success for image segmentation,many researchers attempted to boost segmentation
networks by adding anatomical constraints or by using anatomical information in otherways. In this section, we
discuss the segmentationmethodswhosemain framework is deep neural networks. Anatomical information
and relatedmodel-driven approaches are used as assistance for themain framework. Infigure 4, aflowchart
shows the process of image segmentation using neural networks and the overview of this section. Referring
to the purposes of the assistance, the following content is separated into six parts: data augmentation and
preprocessing, postprocessing, loss function, and regularization,model as amodule,multi-task network,
andGNN.

4.2.1. Data augmentation and preprocessing
Data augmentation is crucial tomanymedical image analysis applications usingDL, as inmany cases, the
acquisition of labeled data is labor-expensive and time-consuming. Thus, it is necessary to generatemore image
samples to increase both the amount and diversity of the training samples (Zhang et al 2019). Anatomical
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information is the base of data augmentation as the visual variations of the objects of interest guide the
augmentation direction. The variations includemany aspects such as scale variation, deformation, illumination
variation, rotation, translation, etc. Classical transformations for data augmentation involve (horizontal or
vertical)flipping, random rotation, cropping, scaling, translations, shearing, and elastic deformations (Zhang
et al 2019). To select the proper transformations for the object of interest, anatomical informationmentioned in
section 2 especially shape information and contour information is themain clue. It is also possible to add prior
information to the data. Clinical prior represented by probabilitymaps are used as additional training data in
Saha et al (2020) for prostate cancer detection.

Preprocessing ofmedical images is common inDL segmentation. Anatomical information of the target
objects is usually helpful to choose the proper preprocessing techniques. Common preprocessing steps for
medical image segmentation include ROI extraction, thresholding, denoising, enhancement, intensity
standardization, bias correction, etc. But not all preprocessing techniques use anatomical information. The
relatedwidely used anatomical information includes location, size, adjacency information,motion, shape, etc.
Considering the use of anatomical information and relatedmodel-driven approaches, not all techniques are
covered in this work.Herewe give examples of preprocessing techniques assisted by anatomical information
and relatedmodel-driven algorithms.

Extraction of ROI is one of themost powerful preprocessing steps. It ismoremeaningful thanmany other
preprocessing steps as it can remove non-related regions and reduce the computational cost significantly.
Generally, the extraction of the ROI is also a segmentation task and there aremanyworks onROI extractionwith
orwithoutDL. As a preprocessing step, usually, the accuracy is not required to be very high. An example of using
ROI extraction is to segment lung lobes before segmenting smaller structures like lung nodules. Thresholding is
another widely used preprocessing step. Asmany structures like bones and tissues have a specific range of
intensity inmedical images, thresholding can be applied tofilter out all the other non-related parts. Apart from
the techniquesmentioned above, other preprocessing steps are available. An example is that in the colon glands
segmentation approach byKainz et al (2015), the RGBH&E stained images are deconvolved to extract a robust
representation of the tissue structures. Overall, the preprocessing steps should be selected considering both the
modality and the target objects.

Weakness, strength, and uncertainty:Using anatomical information and relatedmodel-driven approaches for
data augmentation and preprocessing does not change the core of the neural network. Usually, it is neither
complicated nor time-consuming to do data augmentation or preprocessing, while they could lead to a huge
improvement in accuracy or reduce computation time significantly. Not all anatomical information applies to
data augmentation and preprocessing for neural networks. Commonly-used anatomical information usually
consists of simple representative features like location, size, contrast, etc.

Figure 4.Overview of section 4.2 data-driven assisted bymodel-driven. The flowchart in gray shows the general process of an image
segmentation network. Boxes and arrows indicate where to apply anatomical information and relatedmodel-driven approaches.
Yellow boxes indicate potential one-stagemethods.
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4.2.2. Postprocessing
Anatomical information and relatedmodel-driven approaches are widely used as postprocessing steps to obtain
fine segmentation results inDLmethods. Commonly useful anatomical information are contour and region.
Manyworks (Li et al 2017, Xu et al 2018, Zhao et al 2018) use the conditional randomfield (CRF) to produce
delicate delineation of boundaries. The famousDeepLab (Chen et al 2017) for semantic image segmentation also
used fully connectedCRFs to improve localization performance both qualitatively and quantitatively. Graph cut
methods are popular for optimizing the location of a contour. Formedical image segmentation, the graph cut is
a commonpostprocessing stepwith examples (Ma et al 2018,Močnik et al 2018, Zabihollahy et al 2019).
Location information can be useful for postprocessing too. Song et al (2016)were aware that a tumor rarely
happens completely systematically in the brain. They used symmetric difference and thresholding to generate a
rough segmentation. Then four types of voxel-wise features—appearance, texture, location, and context—are
extracted to perform further voxel classification into five subcategories (necrosis, edema, non-enhancing tumor,
enhancing tumor, and other tissues). Finally, they applied a pathology-guided refinement scheme (edema is
usually not inside the active cores, and non-enhancing cores often surround active cores) to correctmislabeling.
LSmodels are another choice for postprocessing. In the pulmonary nodule segmentationmethod published by
Roy et al (2019), the shape-driven evolution of LSs was designed to produce an accurate segmentationwith the
coarse segmentation from the FCNas initialization. Another work byHu et al (2019) for tumor segmentation in
breast ultrasound used a phase-based ACM to refine the rough segmentation results from a dilated FCN. Recent
work by da Silva et al (2020) presented a superpixel-basedCNNutilizing amanifold simple linear interactive
clustering algorithm and a probabilistic atlas for coarse prostate segmentation in 3DMRI. A 3DACWEmodel is
applied later to obtainfine segmentation results. Feng et al (2020) also used an LSmethod for postprocessing to
improve the performance of their pelvic floor structure segmentation network. The recently presented adaptive
weighting and scalable distance regularized LSmethod (Li et al 2020c) also shows its strengths as postprocessing
forDLmethods. Somemethodswith LSs for postprocessing overlapwith themethodsmentioned in
section 4.1.1.

Weakness, strength, and uncertainty: Postprocessing helps getfine or smooth segmentation results. The above
works reported better performance after using their postprocessing techniques. But, as data-drivenmethods are
the core algorithms, thesemethods have both the advantages and disadvantages of the initial neural networks.
Similar tomethods in section 4.1.1, the segmentation procedure is divided intomultiple stages.

4.2.3. Loss function and regularization
The loss function is important forDL as it guides the training of the networks. Similar to the concept of the
energy function of variationalmodels, the loss function is designed to constrain the results and guide the
optimization.With available anatomical information and relatedmodel-driven approaches,many loss
functions showpromising performance. The survey paper by Jurdia et al (2020) summarized high-level prior-
based loss functions formedical image segmentation. Readers can obtain an overview of loss functions from this
paper.

Since segmentation aims tofind the optimized contour of the target objects to some extent, the information
related to contours, edges, or boundaries was considered bymany researchers. By incorporating boundary
information directly into the loss function, Shen et al (2017) introduced a boundary-aware FCN for brain tumor
segmentation. Another recent boundary-aware network byChen et al (2019) for portrait segmentation utilizes
not only a boundary loss but also a boundary featuremining branch to get boundary attentionmaps. Earlier
work byOktay et al (2017)mentioned the use of a shape regularization loss for cardiac image enhancement and
segmentation. Recently an unsupervisedmicrovascular image segmentationmethod byGur et al (2019)
employed a complex loss functionwith six termsOne of the terms is derived from theACWEmodel. Similarly,
Chen et al (2019) proposed a loss function inspired by the ACWEmodel. Similar to the energy terms in the
ACWEmodel, the proposed loss function considers the length of the contour, area of the inside region, and area
of the outside region. Thismethod showed a promising performance on heart segmentation inMRI. Kim andYe
(2019)were inspired by another famous LS-relatedmethod, theMumford–Shahmodel. The proposed
Mumford–Shah loss functionwas demonstrated both on semi-supervised learning and unsupervised learning.
Another cardiac segmentation inMRImethod by Yue et al (2019) proposed a loss functionwith three terms: the
segmentation loss (cross-entropy andDice), the spatial constraint loss, and the shape reconstruction loss for
shape regularization. Topological information can be applied to loss functions as well. In thework byClough
et al (2019), a topological loss is introduced by using PH to explicitly represent topological priors.

Distance transformmaps (DTMs) are commonly used to design additional regularizers in loss functions. A
recent study byMa et al (2020) summarized the latest developments usingDTM in the 3Dmedical segmentation
field and evaluatedfive benchmarkmethods on two datasets. Classical ground truth labelmaps could be
transferred intoDTMas an alternative. For example, we could transform a binarymask into a gray-scale image
by assigning the intensity of pixels according to their distance to the boundary. Signed distance function (SDF) is
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one example of a transformation protocol that assigns negative or positive values inside or outside the objects.
Twoways to usingDTM for image segmentationwithDL are: (1) designing new loss functions, (2) adding
auxiliary tasks (Ma et al 2020). Herewe only focus on loss functions, and the secondway is discussed in
section 4.2.5. The boundary loss proposed byKervadec et al (2019) is designed for highly unbalanced
segmentation problems. Thewidely used loss functions for segmentation likeDice loss, and cross-entropy loss
are calculated by summing pixels over regions. If the number of positive pixels ismuch smaller than that of
negative pixels in the ground truth labels, this kind of region-based lossmay lead to networks that ignore positive
pixels. The boundary loss is calculated by a non-symmetric L2 distance on the space of shapes as a regional
integral. Thus, the unbalanced data does not influence it. Hausdorff distance (HD) loss byKarimi and Salcudean
(2019) is designed tominimizeHDbetween segmentation and ground truth directly during training. In this
work, threemethods to estimateHDare described and one of them is based on distance transform.Onemore
example is the signed distance function regression loss proposed byXue et al (2020). During training, the
network regresses the SDF of ground truth instead of calculating softmax.More details and explanations about
these loss functions can be found inMa et al (2020). For experiments, all the distance transform losses are
coupledwith dice loss to stabilize training, otherwise, training is hard to converge. The evaluation results show
that distance transform losses have the potential to improve segmentation performance but the improvement is
not consistent on different tasks.One drawback is the high computation cost ofDTM.However, usingDTM for
performance improvement on image segmentation is still an open field.

Weakness, strength, and uncertainty:Modification of loss functions is an easy and effective way to employ
anatomical information in neural networks. It does not change the network architecture or require complex
implementation steps.However,many small things in loss functions couldmake big changes. Inmany cases, loss
functions consist ofmore than one termAny designed lossesmentioned above couldwork as an additional
regularizer to a pixel-wise loss. Theweight parameters in such loss function could lead to large variation during
training. Sometimesweight parameters that work on one datasetmay fail on the other datasets.

4.2.4.Model as amodule
Amore integral combination ofmodel-driven and data-driven approaches is to add amodel as amodule in
segmentation networks. In the semi-supervised network for image segmentation proposed by Tang et al (2017),
an LSmodel is incorporated within the training process to refine the contour from the predicted probabilitymap
and update theweights. Unlike using the LS for postprocessing, the LSmodel works interactively with the neural
network to improve accuracy. Another semi-supervised network for 3D left atrium segmentationwas proposed
byYu et al (2019). The highlight of that work is that they designed an uncertainty-aware scheme to enable the
network to learn uncertainty using unlabeled data. In this framework, a teachermodel is built and a student
model learns from the teachermodel when trainingwith labeled data.When trainingwith unlabeled data, the
studentmodel exploits the uncertainty from the teachermodel, and the teachermodel estimates the uncertainty
aswell. Recent work for vertebral bone segmentation (Rehman et al 2020) has a similar training strategy to Tang
et al (2017) but in a supervisedmanner. An LSmodel is used towork interactively with aCNNofU-Net
architecture type to refine the segmentation and updatingweights in the network. Zhao et al (2019) proposed a
knowledge-aided CNN (KaCNN) for small organ segmentation. Their KaCNNcontains an information-fusion
component that could combine the features from an additionalmodel likemulti-atlasmodels. In their work,
they add LBP andBRIEF (Heinrich andBlendowski 2016) features as extra knowledge to boost the segmentation
performance. Zhang et al (2020b) concatenate amorphological layer between twoU-nets for epicardial fat
segmentation. The proposedmorphological layer refines the inside region of the pericardiumwhere epicardial
fat locates.

Another way to involvemodel-driven approaches inDL is to transform themodel into a network. For
instance, the deepwatershed transformnetwork (WTN) segmentation proposed by Bai andUrtasun (2017)
learns the energy of thewatershed transformwith a feed-forward neural network. PSPNet (Zhao et al 2017) is
used to segment a roughROI so that theWTNonly focuses on relevant areas. This network combines the
strengths ofDLwith the classical bottom-up grouping technique that can be trained end-to-end and be fully
automatic. Gur et al (2019) introduced an end-to-end trainable ACMvia differentiable rendering for image
segmentation. In thismodel, an encoder-decoder architecture withU-Net skip connections is developed to
produce a 2Ddisplacement field J. The vertices of the polygon are updated by the value in J. In otherwords, the
displacementfield guides the polygon evolution, which is similar to the idea in Rupprecht et al (2016). Le et al
(2018) reformulated LSs as RNNs for semantic segmentation. They call the reformulatedmodule Recurrent LS.
A very recent work byActor et al (2020) looked at the similarity betweenCNNand LSmethods for segmentation.
They constructed a LS networkwithCNNs and compared it with commonCNNs.

Weakness, strength, and uncertainty: Somemethods in this category aremulti-stagemethods, whichmeans
either a pre-trainedmodel is required or part of the network needs to be trained separately. Thismakes the
implementation and training complex.One example of attempting to incorporate amodel withDL as a one-
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stage end-to-end trainablemethod is the brain tumor segmentation by Le et al (2018). In this work, a LevelSet
layer is designed by incorporating the recurrent fully-convolutional network and LS framework. The proposed
deep recurrent LS combines convolutional layers, deconvolutional layers, and LevelSet layers to obtain feature
maps and refine contours for brain tumors. Comparing to other brain tumor segmentationmethods, this
method improves the speed but does not outperform all the othermethodswithout LevelSet layers.

4.2.5.Multi-task network
Themulti-task network ormulti-task learning is referring to the networks trained formultiple purposes.Many
researchers believe that learning complementary tasks in one network can improve the overall performance. In
multi-task networks for segmentation, common auxiliary tasks are contourmap learning, object detection,
distancemap learning, adjacency object detection/segmentation, etc.

The earlymulti-task network byChen et al (2016) for gland segmentationwon the 2015MICCAIGland
SegmentationChallenge and learns gland objects and contours within one fully connected network. Amulti-
task network formulti-organ segmentation is published byNavarro et al (2019). In this network, an encoder-
decoder network ofU-Net architecture type is trained to learn segmentationmaps, distancemaps, and contour
maps at the same time. InWang et al (2020), a distancemap is to refine the tubular structure. Similarly, in the
shape and boundary-aware jointmulti-task deep network proposed byMurugesan et al (2019), the network is
trained to learn the segmentation, contourmaps, and distancemaps at the same time. Since there is only one
segmentationmask in the dataset, the contourmap is obtained by estimating the boundaries of connected
components from a transformed distancemap. And the distancemap is estimated by applying a Euclidean
distance transform to themask. Another example is the cell segmentationmodel presented by Liu et al (2019). In
thismodel, a U-Net is trained to learn centroids, regions, and contours of cells in adaptive optics retinal images.
A LSmodel has followed tofinally segment the cells.Myronenko andHatamizadeh (2019) employed a similar
idea in 3D kidney and kidney tumor segmentation. A boundary streamwith an attention-driven decoder is
deployed to emphasize the boundary features in the featuremaps learned by themainstream. Similar ideas were
used for semantic segmentation too. Takikawa et al (2019) proposed a gated shapeCNN for semantic
segmentation inwhich a network branch of shape stream is developed to focus on processing the relevant edge-
related information. A fusionmodulewith atrous spatial pyramid pooling is used to combine the information
from the shape stream and the regular stream. Recent work byHatamizadeh et al (2020) proposed an edge-gated
CNNmodule that can be integratedwith any generic encoder-decoder architecture to enhance the edge
representations in the learned featuremaps. The idea of thismodule is to add an auxiliary task of learning edges
to the original network. The ground truth is generated by applying the Sobel filter to the segmentationmasks.

Unlikely, some researchers forced their networks to learn specific features like contour features in an
inconspicuousmulti-task way. A superpixel-basedCNN for liver segmentation byQin et al (2018) tried to learn
liver boundary features. In this framework, with superpixels, segmentation is transformed into a classification
problem. By labeling the superpixels into three classes (liver, liver boundary, and background), the network is
enforced to learn boundary features and to be able to identify the liver boundary explicitly. Zhou et al (2019)
developed aCIA-Net for nuclei instance segmentationwith the contour-aware information aggregation. An
information aggregationmodule is introduced for the bi-directionalmulti-level task-specific feature
aggregation between two decoders. This workwon the 2018MICCAI challenge ofmulti-organ-nuclei-
segmentation. Zhang et al (2019) proposed a genericmedical segmentation network named edge-attention
guidance network. In this network, a network branch is designed to learn the edge-attention representations in
the encoding layers. Then, these representations are transferred to decoding layers to guide segmentation. A
weighted aggregationmodule is used to fuse the former edge guidancemodule and the decoder. This work has
experimentedwith good results onOD/cup, vessel, and lung segmentation inmultiplemodalities. Recent work
by Li et al (2020b) used an autoencoder to learn low-dimensional anatomical features to constraint the
segmentation results from themainU-Net stream. To reach a similar goal, Painchaud et al (2020) proposed a
model with two variational autoencoders (VAEs) for cardiac segmentation. A constrainedVAE is trained to
learn anatomical features fromvalid cardiac shapes by reconstructing the ground truth, and the learned features
are used to regulate predicted implausible segmentation to the closest correct shape in the latent space.

Weakness, strength, and uncertainty:Comparing tomethods in the other sections,multi-task networks
usually have a bigger network structure as some of them consist ofmultiple networks in parallel. As the network
is trained formultiple tasks,multiple labels are fed into the network. Thus, naturally, theremay be adjacency
information, geometrical structure information, or other anatomical information in these labels. During
training, as the network is learningmore than one task, the correlation between tasksmay contribute to all tasks
and improve their performance. The strength of these networks is obvious asmore information is learned.
However, the drawback is obvious too. A bigger network leads tomore computational costs.Multiple labels
require bothmore objects for labeling andmore annotation time.Multi-task networks do not apply to all
segmentation tasks.
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4.2.6. Graph neural network
GNNs are neural networks that learn and analyze graph data. Graph data is describedwith nodes (vertices) and
edges between nodes (Zhou et al 2020). As graphs could represent a large number of systems, it is possible to use
graphs to represent anatomical structures and shape priors. A recent survey paper ofGNNs by Zhou et al (2020)
provides a review of existingGNNs and their applications on text, image, science, etc. Butmedical image
segmentation is not covered by this survey. In this section, we only focus onmedical image segmentation.

Formedical image segmentation, GNNs are known to extract trees like airways and vessels. Selvan et al
(2018) proposed a graph auto-encoder (GAE)model based onGNNs (Kipf andWelling 2016a, 2016b) to extract
airways from3Dchest CT. In this paper, CT scans are preprocessed into graph data that hasN nodeswith edges
between nodes and node featurematrices consisting of 7-dimensional Gaussian density, local radius, position,
orientation in 3D, and variances. GAEs are trained to learn node embeddings from the input featurematrices
and a decoder is trained to predict edges between nodes. During training, the featurematrices keep updating and
similar nodes in the graph are embeddedmore closely together. Later, this work and another work usingmean
field network (Selvan et al 2018) of the same authors are extended to a journal paper (Selvan et al 2020). Both
models showed improved performance especially on detecting small branches and overcoming occlusions. One
limitation is that preprocessing is necessary to obtain graphs from image data as input, whichmakes themethod
a two-stagemodel. Another work for airway segmentation by Juarez et al (2019) presented an end-to-end
framework by replacing the deepest level of a 3DU-net with aGNN-basedmodule with graph convolutions. In
thismodel, preprocessing of images to graph inputs is avoided as the featuremaps fromdownsampling layers are
transformed into graph data for feeding to theGNNmodule. From their experimental results, the proposed
model shows similar results as the baselineU-netmodel, butwith a small improvement on airway completeness
for afixed volume leakage.

Thefirstmethod applyingGNN to blood vessel segmentation is proposed by Shin et al (2019). They combine
aGNNmodule for learning the global structure of vessels and aU-net-like CNNwith downsampling and
upsampling for learning local appearances. Themodel was evaluated on four retinal image datasets and a
coronary artery x-ray angiography dataset. Their experiments show that the vessel graph network (VGN) has
better performance in terms of average precision and area under the curve, whichmeans theVGNhas a better
ability to detect both vessels and background. Anotherwork published byWolterink et al (2019) for coronary
artery segmentation in cardiac CT angiography (CCTA) utilizes GNNs aswell. In this work, a networkwithfive
graph convolutional network (GCN) layers is used to optimize the location of nodes in a tubular surfacemesh
graph by learning the local features and neighbor features. Themodel requires bothCCTA and a coronary artery
centerline as input. The centerlines are extracted automatically from their previous CNN-basedmethod
Wolterink et al (2019). The paper shows that GCNs improve segmentation accuracy and produce regular and
bettermeshes directly. The same group of researchers proposed graph attention networks (GAT) for coronary
artery segment labeling (Hampe et al 2021) of a similar framework. This approach shows similar performance to
previous approaches onmost branches, and better performance on small leaf branches. Yao et al (2020)
proposed aGCN-based point cloud approach to improve head and neck vessel segmentation inCT angiography.
In theirmodel, the rough segmentation results fromV-net are refined by the proposed approach in two steps.
First, a point cloud network takes the rough segmentation and refines the initial voxels of vessels. Then, aGCN is
applied to the point cloud to classify vessels into 13 categories.More recent work by Yang et al (2020) includes
residual connections and a condition extractor inGCN for coronary artery labeling inCCTA. A partial-residual
GCN takes centerlines of coronary arteries as input, while a condition extractor with 3DCNNand bi-directional
long short-termmemory takes the images and centerlines as input and extracts features along vessel branches as
the conditions for theGCN. The two parts are trained end-to-end taking both position features and spatial
features.

Apart from tree structure segmentation, GNNs are applied to othermedical image segmentation tasks.
Cucurull et al (2018) approached cerebral cortex parcellation as a graph segmentation task in 3DMRI. Both
GCN (Kipf andWelling 2016a) andGAT (Veličković et al 2018)were trained and evaluated on theHuman
Connectome Project dataset for Broca’s area parcellation. Their work showed improving performance
compared to other alternatives and baselines. Tian et al (2020) presented a framework using amulti-scale CNN
to generate featuremaps and then aGCN takes the featuremaps and graph nodes as its input to segmentOD and
cup. Theirmethodwas evaluated on the REFUGE andDrishthi-GSI datasets and outperformed the state-of-the-
artmethods. A similar ideawas applied to an interactive prostate segmentationmethod byTian et al (2020) as
well. Another example is the uncertainty-basedGCNs for organ segmentation refinement published by
Soberanis-Mukul et al (2020). They employ uncertainty levels from the output of a CNN (2DU-net in their
experiments) as input for their GCN to formulate a semi-supervised learning strategy. The approachwas tested
on theNIHpancreas dataset and spleen dataset of themedical segmentation decathlon.Wickramasinghe et al
(2020) introduced aGNN structure that can segment voxels into 3D surfacemeshes directly. Thismodel was
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evaluated on electronmicroscopy andMRI of brain andCTof liver and outperformed all state-of-the-art
methods.

Weakness, strength, and uncertainty:Thoughmanyworks reported improved performance ofGNNs in
medical image segmentation, GNNs havemany limitations. Tian et al (2020) pointed out that their GNNs failed
when the objects have irregular edges or different structures. For tree segmentation,many researchers reported
their GNNs performedworse on small branches, sometimes evenmissed them.As the number of publications
usingGNNs formedical image segmentation ismuch smaller than for othermethods,many possibilities but
also problems exist.

5.Discussion and futurework

By reviewing the literature of anatomy-aidedDL formedical image segmentation, we observed that the common
goal for all thesemethods is to incorporate the advantages of bothmodel-drivenmethods and data-driven
methods. DLmethods have shownoutstanding performance onmanymedical image segmentation tasks. But it
requires a large number of labeled data. In themeantime, a neural network trained to segment a specific object
can hardly segment other objects.Manymodel-drivenmethods are on the opposite side. Theymay be able to
segmentmany objects after tuning the parameters. But some complex tasks can be difficult for them.Model-
drivenmethods are commonly robust against noise which is an outstanding advantage compared toDL
methods.Many trained networks are noise-sensitive. Adding a simpleGaussian noise to original images could
confuse the network and could result inwrong segments. In addition, interpretability is crucial formedical
image analysis since it is related tomedical data and patients.

The advantages of anatomy-aidedDL include but are not limited to: (1) reducing computational cost, (2)
decreasing human interaction, (3) guiding neural networks, (4) improving segmentation accuracy, (5) higher
interpretability, (6) higher robustness. However, it has drawbacks as well. Segmentation targets have various
anatomical information and they have different visual effects or features in different imagemodalities. For a
medical image segmentation task, usually, the segmentation target and the imagemodality are known. The
selection of proper anatomical information and correspondingmodel-drivenmethods can be difficult. It is hard
to represent or apply some complex anatomical information to segmentationmethods. Besides, theway of
combining anatomical information and data-drivenmethods varies. It is not clear whichway is better.
Considering that some segmentation tasks are based onmore than one imagemodality, sometimes even video
sequences, finding the right segmentationmethodswith the right anatomical information can bemore
challenging. Another drawback is that sometimesmore labels are required for representing anatomical features.
Similar to the acquisition of segmentation labels, this can be time-consuming and labor-intensive.

5.1. Futurework
With the development of computer-aided diagnosis systems, there are diversemedical image segmentation tasks
with various segmentation targets and imagemodalities. Anatomy-aidedDL formedical image segmentation
has bright prospects due to its flexibility and adaptability. Herewe introduce some future research directions
thatwe believe will be helpful in this field.

• End-to-end framework:Mostworks reviewed in this paper aremulti-stagemethods, which require extra
preprocessing, pretraining, postprocessing, or other steps.With thematurity ofDL frameworks like PyTorch,
much complex design of anatomy-aidedDLmethods can be implemented in an end-to-end framework
Bohlender et al (2021). The trend of end-to-end approaches formedical image segmentation could lead to
better practicability for clinical use.

• Learning with less data:Data and label acquisition is one of the biggest challenges when applyingDL tomedical
data. Thus, the ability of anatomy-aidedDL to reduce the required amount of labeled data in obtaining good
segmentation is significant. It could be semi-supervised learning, self-supervised learning, unsupervised
learning, or other learning strategies that require less labeled data. Or it could be PINNwhich does not require
plentiful training data.

• Explainablemodel: DLmodels are known as ‘black boxes’with low interpretability. Thus, once amodel is
trained, the predictions from it are hardly interpretable. In practice, these ‘black boxes’ can be attacked by
imperceptible changes in images Finlayson et al (2019). Thus, opening these ‘black boxes’ and building
resilientmodels robust to potential attacks is significant.
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• Physics-informed neural networks: PINNs could combine powerful DL and classical physicalmodels for image
segmentation. They have better interpretability than black-boxDLmethods.However, they have not been
applied tomanymedical image segmentation tasks yet. Thus, both potential and challenges exist here.

• Graph neural networks:GNNhas shown its ability inmany applications but notmuch inmedical image
segmentation. As it naturally includes graphical information in the network, it has the potential to outperform
CNN in somemedical image segmentation tasks requiringmore contextual information.

5.2. Conclusion
In this review paper, we provided a comprehensive overview of these anatomy-aidedDLmethods formedical
image segmentation. In particular, we presented the anatomical information of four types (shape, appearance,
motion, and context), and challenges inmedical data of six categories. To overcome the challenges, we discussed
methodologies in two directions (model-driven assisted by data-driven and data-driven assisted bymodel-
driven) of incorporating anatomical information intoDL for segmentation.We hope that this review can
provide an intelligible understanding of thosemethods that have combined advantages of bothDL and anatomy,
and bring awareness of challenges and possible future works.
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